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Summary
Background Reducing socioeconomic inequalities in cancer is a priority for the public health agenda. A systematic
assessment and benchmarking of socioeconomic inequalities in cancer across many countries and over time in
Europe is not yet available.

Methods Census-linked, whole-of-population cancer-specific mortality data by socioeconomic position, as measured
by education level, and sex were collected, harmonized, analysed, and compared across 18 countries during
1990–2015, in adults aged 40–79. We computed absolute and relative educational inequalities; temporal trends
using estimated-annual-percentage-changes; the share of cancer mortality linked to educational inequalities.

Findings Everywhere in Europe, lower-educated individuals have higher mortality rates for nearly all cancer-types
relative to their more highly-educated counterparts, particularly for tobacco/infection-related cancers [relative risk
of lung cancer mortality for lower- versus higher-educated = 2.4 (95% confidence intervals: 2.1–2.8) among
men; = 1.8 (95% confidence intervals: 1.5–2.1) among women]. However, the magnitude of inequalities varies
greatly by country and over time, predominantly due to differences in cancer mortality among lower-educated
groups, as for many cancer-types higher-educated have more similar (and lower) rates, irrespective of the country.
Inequalities were generally greater in Baltic/Central/East-Europe and smaller in South-Europe, although among
women large and rising inequalities were found in North–Europe (relative risk of all cancer mortality for lower-
versus higher-educated ≥1.4 in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland and the England/Wales). Among men, rate
differences (per 100,000 person-years) in total-cancer mortality for lower-vs-higher-educated groups ranged from
110 (Sweden) to 559 (Czech Republic); among women from approximately null (Slovenia, Italy, Spain) to 176
(Denmark). Lung cancer was the largest contributor to inequalities in total-cancer mortality (between-country
range: men, 29–61%; women, 10–56%). 32% of cancer deaths in men and 16% in women (but up to 46% and
24%, respectively in Baltic/Central/East-Europe) were associated with educational inequalities.

Interpretation Cancer mortality in Europe is largely driven by levels and trends of cancer mortality rates in lower-
education groups. Even Nordic-countries, with a long-established tradition of equitable welfare and social justice
policies, witness increases in cancer inequalities among women. These results call for a systematic measurement,
monitoring and action upon the remarkable socioeconomic inequalities in cancer existing in Europe.
*Corresponding author.
E-mail address: vaccarella@iarc.fr (S. Vaccarella).
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Research in context

Evidence before this study
The assessment, monitoring and reduction of socioeconomic
inequalities in cancer has become one of the most important
priorities for public health policy, globally and in Europe. We
searched PubMed for previously published studies addressing
socioeconomic inequalities in cancer for both incidence and
mortality. We focused particularly on international studies that
could compare socioeconomic inequalities in cancer across
countries. An example search strategy used includes the
following: “((((socioeconomic inequalities OR educational
inequalities) AND (cancer OR neoplasm OR carcinoma OR
neoplasms [MeSH Terms]) AND (incidence OR mortality)))
AND English [Language] AND (“1980”[Date - Publication]:
“2022”[Date - Publication]))”. We also searched and reviewed
references from retrieved articles to identify additional studies.
Despite the increase in research activities on the topic, a study
that could systematically assess and compare socioeconomic
inequalities in cancer across many countries in Europe and over
time is not yet available.

Added value of this study
The present study represents the most comprehensive
comparative assessment of the magnitude and temporal
trends of socioeconomic inequalities in cancer in Europe.
Cancer-specific mortality data by socioeconomic status, as
measured by educational level, were collected and harmonized
across 18 countries in Europe and for multiple points in time
over the period 1990–2015. We have assessed absolute and

relative educational inequalities in cancer mortality, trends by
education-level, sex, country, and cancer-type; and the share
of cancer mortality linked with less-than-higher educational
levels.

Implications of all the available evidence
Socioeconomic inequalities in mortality exist for most forms
of cancer everywhere in Europe, with higher mortality rates
for individuals at the lower ends of the social hierarchy.
Nevertheless, the magnitude of these inequalities varies
greatly by country and over time. A substantial fraction
(about 32% in men and 16% in women, but up to 46% and
24%, respectively in Baltic/Central/East-Europe) of cancer
deaths in Europe were associated with educational
inequalities. Whereas the most advantaged in society are
relatively protected against cancer mortality independently of
where they live in the continent, for the least advantaged the
country of residence is of great importance with respect to
cancer mortality. This also implies that reducing cancer
mortality among the most disadvantaged is crucial to lower
national average rates of cancer mortality. Socioeconomic
inequalities in cancer mortality are increasing rapidly among
women, particularly for lung cancer and even in countries
with a long-established tradition of equitable welfare and
social justice policies, such as the Nordic countries. The
present study calls for a systematic measurement, monitoring
and action upon the substantial socioeconomic inequalities in
cancer in Europe.
Introduction
For many decades, national and international bodies
have committed extensive resources into measuring of
the burden of cancer at the population level. While there
remain significant gaps in the knowledge of cancer
incidence, prevalence, survival, and mortality, it is now
possible to draw a general picture of the cancer problem
at the national level for many countries.1,2 Over time,
another challenge has overwhelmingly emerged: by
measuring only the average values at national or
regional levels, a critical component of the cancer dy-
namics has gone largely unchecked, namely the di-
versity in the scale, profile and trends of cancer
according to socioeconomic position.3 Wherever data are
www.thelancet.com Vol ▪ ▪, 2022
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available, individuals with lower socioeconomic position
—whether measured by education, occupational class,
income or other indicators—are at disproportionally
higher risk of dying from the most common forms of
cancer, compared to their more advantaged fellow
citizens.4–14 The social gradient may nevertheless vary
across countries, over time and for different cancer
types.

The need to reduce socioeconomic inequalities in
health and cancer is receiving greater attention today than
ever before,3,15–17 and it has been recognized as amatter of
social justice and human rights, as well as beneficial from
the economic perspective,18 and consequently prioritized
in the public health Agenda,19 and in the Sustainable
Development Goals process.20 One of the priorities of the
European Union (EU) in the area of health is “Europe’s
Beating Cancer Plan”, which aims to “identify trends,
disparities and inequalities between Member States and
regions” and establish a Cancer Inequalities Registry as a
means of “reducing cancer inequalities across the EU”.21

Recently, a Lancet Commission on women and cancer has
been launched to focus on the nexus of “gender, power,
and cancer”, taking an intersectional feminist approach
to cancer inequalities.22

The awareness that socioeconomic inequalities in
health are both real and largely avoidable has immediate
implications for policy recommendations and resource
allocation for prevention and control at continental, na-
tional and regional level, within and outside the health
system. Such decisions need to be supported by a rigorous
measurement and long-term monitoring of cancer in-
equalities. Some studies have documented inequalities in
cancer incidence and survival using aggregated data.23,24

But in general, the routine surveillance systems are not
yet designed to capture the profound socioeconomic dif-
ferences in cancer outcomes. Therefore, despite the
increasing research activities on the topic, studies that
could systematically assess and compare socioeconomic
inequalities in cancer in Europe across several countries
and over time at the individual level are not yet available.
To overcome this unavailability of data, the OECD rec-
ommends using standardised approaches, preferably
based on a longitudinal design that links mortality data
with census, and using education as socioeconomic indi-
cator.25 In support of all these actions, we conducted a
comprehensive and comparative assessment of the
magnitude and temporal trends of educational in-
equalities in cancer mortality using linked, whole-of-
population data from 18 European countries.
Methods
We collected and harmonized mortality data by cause of
death, over extended periods of time, for 18 European
countries spanning across regions of the continent
[North: Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, England/
Wales; West/South: Belgium, France, Switzerland,
www.thelancet.com Vol ▪ ▪, 2022
Austria, Italy (Torino department), Spain; Baltic/Cen-
tral/East: Estonia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech Republic,
Hungary, and Slovenia]. Most data stem from a longi-
tudinal mortality follow-up at the individual level after a
census. Deaths and person-years were classified ac-
cording to 5-year age groups and follow up periods. For
a few countries (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Spain), separate, unlinked data sources were used for
deaths and population-at-risk by age, sex and education.
Most countries provide data about the entire national
population, except England/Wales and France, for
which large representative samples were used, and Italy
and Spain, for which selected regions were included
(Turin province and Barcelona, respectively). We used
mortality data for total cancer and specific cancer sites
(although in some countries, data were not always
available for all cancer sites) by education level, biolog-
ical sex and age for individuals aged 40–79 years across
multiple points in time over the period 1990–2015,26

Supplementary Table S1. Overall availability of cancer-
specific data is provided in Supplementary Table S3.
Age-standardised mortality rates (ASMR) per 100,000
person-years were calculated using the European Stan-
dard Population year 2013,27 and presented by
educational-level, country, sex and cancer-type. Educa-
tional-level was used as an indicator of socioeconomic
position and measured at the individual level, with
“lower”, “intermediate”, and “higher” education corre-
sponding to the 1997 International Standard Classifica-
tion of Education (ISCED, categories 0–2, 3–4, 5–6).28

Persons with missing information on educational
attainment were excluded (this percentage varied be-
tween 0 and 11%, depending on the country).

Both absolute and relative educational inequalities in
cancer mortality were assessed in each country to
represent different aspects of inequalities, using rate
differences (RD) and rate ratios (RR) in the ASMRs
between the lower-, or intermediate-, and higher-
education groups (the latter being the reference).
When the main focus was on the comparison between
specific-cancer types (i.e., Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Figure S4), rather than on geographical heterogeneity,
and it was necessary to summarize RRs across coun-
tries, Poisson regression models were fitted, adjusting
for age, with random-effects at the country-level acting
on the intercept and with robust estimation of the
standard error to account for overdispersion. Data are
presented for the most recent period, i.e., between 1998
and 2015, depending on the country, or for the time
series available, as specified. Cancer- and country-
specific estimated annual percentage changes (EAPC)
over the period 1990–2015 were calculated by fitting a
linear regression model, where the logarithm of the age-
standardised mortality rates was regressed on time. This
model assumes linear trends over the whole period of
observation, even when countries have a varying time-
span of available data. The assumptions underlying
3
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our linear regression model, e.g., Normality and ho-
mogeneity of the variance of residuals, and linearity of
the temporal predictor have been assessed using resid-
ual plots and QQ plots. As a sensitive analysis, we have
carried out a join point analysis, which however did not
perform better than our main analysis that assume
linearity of the temporal trends. To summarize EAPC in
cancer mortality across countries, a random-effects
model was used, with country-level random effects
and with estimates weighted according to the
population-size of the country. The share of total cancer
mortality linked with less-than-higher educational levels,
i.e., lower- and intermediate-, was estimated by
assuming a scenario based on the concept of plausible
minimal risk where these groups have the same mor-
tality rates as the higher-educated group, within each
age-category. Confidence intervals (CIs) for the above
describes statistics were computed using bootstrapping
and reported as indicated. Throughout the rest of the
text, the term “inequalities” is used to signify “educa-
tional inequalities in cancer mortality”. Analyses were
carried out in R and the code can be made available
upon request.
Role of the funding source
The funding sources had no role in the collection, study
design, analysis, and interpretation of data; in the
writing of the report; or in the decision to submit the
article.
Results
National profiles of education
There was substantial variability in education levels across
countries, with the highest proportion of lower-education
found in Spain (66% in men, 72% in women) and the
lowest in Switzerland (13%) among men and Estonia
(15%) among women, Supplementary Figure S1.
Inequalities between- and within-countries
Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figures S2 and S3 present
inequalities between and within countries for all cancers
combined and for type-specific cancers, by sex for the
last period of observation. Inequalities were observed for
most cancer forms, in all countries and for both sexes,
with lower-education groups exhibiting consistently
elevated ASMRs than higher-education groups, and in-
between values for intermediate-education groups, i.e.,
therefore following a clear socioeconomic gradient.
However, the magnitude of the inequalities varied
greatly across countries, with two major patterns of
between-country variation observed. Firstly, for most
cancer types the ASMRs variability among higher-
education groups was relatively narrow, and much of
the variability in between-country inequalities was
confined to differences among lower-education groups.
This pattern was observed for total cancer, for cancer of
the lung, cervix, pharynx, larynx, and oesophagus (for
the latter three, the pattern was less pronounced among
women). Secondly, for cancer of the colorectum, stom-
ach, and liver in both sexes, and prostate, bladder, and
kidney among men, higher ASMRs among lower-
education groups in a country generally corresponded
also to higher ASMRs among higher-education groups,
with rate differences progressively widening for coun-
tries at the higher risk of cancer mortality. For the
remaining cancer types, no clear between-country
pattern was observed.
Geographic profile of inequalities in total cancer
mortality
Absolute and relative inequalities in total cancer mor-
tality were generally greater in the Baltic/Central/
Eastern European countries and lesser in the South,
although among women the largest inequalities were
observed in the North, Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Figure S3A. Among men, rate differences in total can-
cer mortality between lower- and higher-educated
groups varied substantially, with values of RD per
100,000 ranging from 110 (95% CIs: 98–123) in Sweden
to 559 (546–573) in the Czech Republic. These differ-
ences were largely accounted for by differences in the
ASMRs among lower-educated men, which ranged from
432 (425–440) per 100,000 in Sweden to 933 (925–940)
per 100,000 in the Czech Republic. The range of ASMRs
among higher-educated men in fact varied much less,
i.e., from 278 (269–286) per 100,000 in Switzerland to
524 (494–555) per 100,000 in Slovenia. Among women,
large absolute differences in total cancer mortality were
observed in the Baltic/Central/Eastern area—RD per
100,000: 170 (153–185) in the Czech Republic; 123
(115–130) in Poland; 112 (77–146) in Estonia—as well
as in Northern Europe, with Denmark reaching the
highest levels [RD = 176/100,000 (162–189)] and with
high values also observed in Norway [RD = 138/100,000
(116–157)] and England/Wales [RD = 114/100,000
(63–161)]. Conversely, among women from Italy, Spain
and Slovenia, there was no evidence of substantial in-
equalities. Similar patterns were generally found when
considering relative inequalities (in men, RR lower-
versus higher-education >1.6 in all Baltic/Central/
Eastern European countries, reaching 2.5 in the Czech
Republic; in women, RR ≥ 1.4 in all five Northern Eu-
ropean countries, and in Poland, Czech Republic,
Lithuania and Estonia).
www.thelancet.com Vol ▪ ▪, 2022
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Fig. 1: Educational inequalities between and within countries in total cancer mortality, and for type-specific cancers, in Europe, by sex,
for the last period of observation. Footnote: in each panel, countries are ordered (from left-to-right) according to an increasing level of ASMR
for lower-educated. The period of observation varies between 1998 and 2015, depending on the country. North; West/South; Baltic/Central/
Eastern.
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Fig. 1: Continued.
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Fig. 2: Contribution of frequent type-specific cancers to absolute educational inequalities in cancer mortality, by sex, for the last period
of observation 1998–2015. Lower- vs higher-educated. Footnotes: * The coverage for Italy was limited to the department of Torino. ** For
Norway, Denmark, Sweden and France, it was possible to estimate the contribution to total cancer mortality only for certain specific-cancer
types, due to data unavailability. In women from Slovenia, Spain and Italy, the balance between positive and negative inequalities across all
specific-cancer types amounted to an approximately null value of total cancer inequalities.

Articles
Contribution of specific cancers to inequalities in
total cancer mortality
Lung cancer was, by far, the most important contributor to
absolute inequalities in total cancermortality everywhere in
men and in most European countries in women, although
the specific contribution varied by country and sex (men:
from 29.1% in France to 61.1% in Belgium; women: from
9.7% in Lithuania to 56.3% in England/Wales), Fig. 2. Ex-
ceptions were women from the Czech Republic and
Lithuania, where lung cancer ranked 2nd (in the Czech
Republic: 11.1%, after colorectum, 15.6%; in Lithuania:
9.7%, after cervix, 31.2%). The other major contributors
were colorectum (men: 3.1–14.9%; women: 1.2–15.6%),
pharynx (men: 3.8–12.0%; women: 0.9–6.7%), stomach
(men: 3.9–11.3%; women: 1.1–11.3%), and cervical cancer
(2.7–31.7%). Among women from Slovenia, Spain and
Italy, the balance between positive and negative inequalities
across all specific-cancer types amounted to an approxi-
mately null value of total cancer inequalities.
www.thelancet.com Vol ▪ ▪, 2022
Relative inequalities in cancer-specific mortality
Relative inequalities of lower- versus higher-educated
groups for specific cancer sites in 18 European coun-
tries combined are shown in Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Figure S4, whereas the between-country variability of
the corresponding results is displayed in Supplementary
Figure S3AC. Although RR for lower- vs higher-
educated exceeded 1 for almost all examined cancer
types, particularly high values were observed for
smoking-related, e.g., lung [RR = 2.4 (95% CIs: 2.1–2.8),
men; RR = 1.8 (1.5–2.1), women], larynx [RR = 4.4
(3.0–6.6), men; RR = 3.0 (2.0–4.5), women], pharynx
[RR = 3.5 (2.7–4.5), men; RR = 1.9 (1.4–2.6), women],
oesophagus [RR = 2.3 (1.8–3.0), men; RR = 1.6 (1.2–2.2),
women] and infection-related cancers, e.g., cervix
[RR = 3.0 (2.5–3.6)], stomach [RR = 2.0 (1.8–2.2), men;
RR = 1.6 (1.4–1.8), women] and liver [RR = 1.7 (1.5–2.0),
men; RR = 1.6 (1.4–1.8), women]. Breast cancer and
melanoma did not show a clear social gradient.
7
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Fig. 3: Relative educational inequalities in cancer mortality between lower and higher educated by anatomical site and sex, for the last period of observation.
Footnote: this infographic corresponds to the forest plot shown in Supplementary Figure S4. Pooled rate ratio estimates and corresponding 95% CIs are obtained by
fitting a Poisson regression model adjusted for age, with random-effects at the country-level acting on the intercept and with robust estimation of the standard error to
take into account for overdispersion of the data.
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Nevertheless, there was substantial between-country
variability in the estimates, with notably large RRs
among men for pharyngeal cancer in Estonia [RR = 9.3
(5.7–19.2)] and laryngeal cancer in the Czech Republic
[RR = 9.3 (6.4–14.6)], and among women for cervical
cancer, larynx and pharynx in Estonia [RRs = 8.4
(4.8–15.5), 5.9 (0.0–14.6), and 4.8 (1.8–18.7), respec-
tively] and for liver cancer in England/Wales [RR = 5.9
(1.9–15.7)].
Inequalities over time
Estimated changes inmortality rates over time during the
period 1990 and 2015 for total cancer and type-specific
cancers, by education level and sex, are shown in Fig. 4
and by country in Supplementary Figure S5. Overall,
declines in cancer mortality for total cancer were
observed in both sexes, but yearly decreasing rates were
greater among higher-educated [EAPC = −1.9% (95%
CIs: −2.2% to −1.6%), men; −0.9% (−1.2% to −0.6%),
women] than lower-educated [EAPC = −1.5% (−1.7%
to −1.3%), men; −0.7% (−0.9% to −0.5%), women].
Gender inequalities
Although absolute and relative inequalities were almost
everywhere higher in men compared to women, this
situation is rapidly becoming more unfavourable to
women. Among men, declines were generally observed
for most frequent cancer sites, including lung, pharynx,
liver, colorectum, and prostate, with exceptions for some
specific cancer/country combinations. Conversely,
among women, increases in lung cancer mortality were
evident for all educational levels in most countries, but
were faster among lower-education groups, especially in
the Nordic countries, the Baltic/Central/East area,
France, and Spain. Also, diverging trends, with in-
creases among lower-educated and decreases or rela-
tively stable rates among higher-educated groups were
observed among women from certain countries for
cancer of the liver, pharynx, oesophagus and cervix, and
among men for pharynx, colorectum, liver, and prostate,
Supplementary Figure S5.
Proportion of cancer deaths associated with lower
educational levels
Table 1 shows the proportion of total cancer mortality
associated with a lower- or intermediate-education level
by cancer type, sex and region in Europe, during
2004–2015. In men, 32.2% (31.6%–32.7%) of total can-
cer deaths are associated with a lower or intermediate
education level, but this proportion reaches up to 45.5%
(44.8%–46.2%) in countries from the Baltic/Central/
East region. In women, 15.9% (14.9%–16.9%) of total
cancer deaths are associated with a lower or interme-
diate educational level, with proportions reaching 23.8%
(22.3%–25.3%) in the Baltic/Central/East area. The
highest proportions of cancer deaths associated with
lower or intermediate education were found for smok-
ing- and infections-related cancers, particularly in
Eastern/Baltic countries in both sexes and in Northern
Europe among women.
Discussion
The results of this study allow a number of conclusions
to be drawn that are of immediate public health rele-
vance to several generations of European citizens.
Firstly, everywhere lower-educated individuals system-
atically suffer from higher mortality rates for nearly all
cancer types, relative to their more highly-educated
www.thelancet.com Vol ▪ ▪, 2022
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Estimated

Fig. 4: Estimated annual percentage change during the period 1990–2015 for total cancer and for the most frequent type-specific
cancer, by country and sex. Footnote: Lines represent country-specific values. Diamonds represent the weighted average of the estimated
annual percentage change across all study-countries, by education level.
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counterparts, with a social gradient of increasing risk of
death with diminishing education level.

Secondly, the extent of the inequalities nevertheless
varies markedly geographically and over time. The large
international heterogeneity of the inequalities is pre-
dominantly attributable to between-country differences
in cancer mortality rates among lower-educated groups,
given that corresponding rates among the higher
educated are more homogeneous and relatively low.
This is an important addition to the current knowledge
on the topic, from which the following implications
arise. At the individual-level, the most advantaged in
society are relatively protected against cancer mortality
independently of where in Europe they live, whereas for
the less educated majority, the country of residence
matters significantly with respect to cancer mortality. At
the country-level, reducing cancer mortality among
lower socioeconomic individuals is crucial to lower na-
tional average rates of cancer mortality.

Thirdly, within each country, inequalities were
almost always higher in men compared to women, for
total and specific-cancer sites. However, the rapidly
increasing lung cancer rates (and other smoking- and
alcohol-related cancers, such as pharynx, oesophageal
and liver cancer) among lower-educated women are a
reason for concern, driving an exacerbation of socio-
economic inequalities in cancer among women.22,29

Despite their well-established social safety net with
www.thelancet.com Vol ▪ ▪, 2022
egalitarian health and social policies, the Nordic coun-
tries are not spared from socioeconomic inequalities;
conversely, they show among the highest levels and
most unfavourable trends in inequalities in lung cancer
mortality among women in Europe.

The observed inequalities in cancer mortality are
linked to events that occurred over the previous decades:
from individual and collective behaviours, customs and
social interactions linked to the exposure to cancer risk
factors and to cancer incidence, to the availability and
access to early diagnosis and screening programme and
to effective treatments. These factors are in large part
socially determined, depending on the way the society is
structured and healthcare services are organized and
delivered.18 The pathway to inequalities in mortality
varies also across cancer types, reflecting a different
balance of how inequalities impact across the different
phases of the cancer continuum. A study from France
has contributed to clarify this issue by estimating the
respective contribution of socioeconomic inequalities in
incidence and in lethality to socioeconomic inequalities
in cancer mortality.23 For lung cancer, and other
smoking-related cancers, inequalities in the distribution
of the most important risk factor (i.e., tobacco smoking)
may represent a large contribution to inequalities in
mortality,30 given also that the prognosis of the disease is
relatively poor. The different stages of the tobacco-
smoking epidemic across socioeconomic groups and
9
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North % (95% CI) West/South % (95% CI) Baltic/Central/East % (95% CI) All % (95% CI)

A) Men

Total cancer 23.8 (22.6, 24.9) 22.0 (21.0, 22.8) 45.5 (44.6, 46.0) 32.2 (31.5, 32.6)

Lung 46.5 (44.6, 48.6) 30.7 (29.1, 32.3) 61.1 (60.0, 62.2) 45.9 (44.9, 46.7)

Pharynx 45.4 (33.2, 57.4) 49.7 (45.9, 53.5) 71.9 (69.5, 74.3) 61.8 (59.6, 63.9)

Larynx 75.4 (57.4, 94.1) 53.6 (48.4, 58.8) 79.4 (76.6, 82.1) 67.2 (64.3, 70.0)

Oesophagus 31.0 (20.1, 41.9) 30.9 (26.2, 35.5) 63.6 (60.0, 67.3) 44.8 (41.8, 47.7)

Colorectum 14.1 (9.8, 18.4) 14.2 (11.2, 17.1) 37.1 (34.9, 39.2) 24.9 (23.1, 26.5)

Stomach 31.9 (25.2, 38.6) 37.3 (33.2, 41.2) 45.9 (43.0, 48.8) 41.3 (39.0, 43.6)

Liver 28.5 (19.4, 37.9) 25.3 (21.2, 29.5) 41.7 (37.3, 46.1) 30.8 (27.9, 33.9)

Prostate 9.2 (4.4, 13.9) 12.3 (8.1, 16.5) 25.1 (21.8, 28.2) 17.3 (15.0, 19.7)

Bladder 32.5 (17.5, 47.2) 20.6 (15.8, 25.4) 42.7 (39.0, 46.5) 30.1 (27.0, 33.3)

Kidney 26.4 (16.7, 36.3) 7.1 (0.6, 13.4) 32.8 (28.6, 36.9) 22.2 (18.7, 25.7)

Leukemia 11.2 (−0.9, 23.5) 9.7 (3.5, 15.9) 22.3 (17.1, 27.6) 15.6 (11.7, 19.6)

B) Women

Total cancer 20.3 (18.9, 21.6) 4.9 (3.0, 6.7) 23.8 (22.2, 25.1) 15.9 (14.8, 16.8)

Lung 43.6 (41.1, 46.2) −3.6 (−8.6, 1.4) 25.4 (21.9, 29.0) 20.3 (18.0, 22.7)

Pharynx 12.1 (−17.2, 41.4) 8.8 (−7.5, 25.3) 44.7 (34.2, 55.4) 27.5 (18.4, 36.5)

Larynx 71.8 (11.4, 132.1) 22.1 (−10.6, 55.3) 44.8 (22.0, 67.8) 37.5 (19.1, 55.8)

Oesophagus 31.1 (8.6, 54.1) 9.4 (−6.9, 26.0) 45.3 (30.8, 60.0) 26.1 (15.5, 37.1)

Colorectum 16.7 (11.3, 21.9) 8.9 (3.3, 14.5) 24.6 (20.1, 29.0) 17.4 (14.2, 20.5)

Stomach 24.3 (13.8, 34.8) 24.1 (15.2, 33.1) 42.1 (36.5, 47.7) 33.5 (28.8, 38.4)

Liver 41.5 (27.9, 55.3) 25.4 (15.3, 35.6) 32.9 (23.5, 42.6) 29.3 (22.5, 36.1)

Cervix 43.2 (26.0, 60.3) 42.4 (32.7, 52.4) 53.7 (48.5, 59.0) 50.4 (45.9, 55.0)

Kidney 32.8 (18.5, 46.9) 9.0 (−5.2, 23.2) 35.0 (25.7, 44.3) 26.0 (18.5, 33.4)

Uterus 3.9 (−40.4, 47.7) 10.6 (−6.5, 27.6) 45.2 (29.6, 60.7) 26.3 (14.9, 37.7)

Corpus uteri 14.1 (−1.1, 29.2) 22.1 (10.7, 33.3) 24.2 (14.9, 33.4) 22.7 (15.8, 29.5)

Footnote: We have assumed a counterfactual scenario, based on the concept of plausible minimal risk, where all educational groups (lower- and intermediate-education)
have the same level of risk of cancer death as the most educated group, within each age group.

Table 1: Percentage of total cancer mortality associated with less-than-higher educational level in European regions, by sex, for the last period of
observation.
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along gender lines thus underlie the observed patterns
of inequalities for these cancers.31 In our analysis, lung
cancer was the main driver of total cancer inequalities in
the majority of the 18 European study-countries. Despite
the potential impact of effective tobacco control mea-
sures,32 the disease is still one of the most frequently
diagnosed cancer types worldwide.2 A similar reasoning
is applicable to alcohol-drinking, which is associated
with cancer of the liver, colorectum and breast, and
strongly interacts with tobacco-smoking for cancers of
the upper respiratory and digestive tract.33

For other cancer types, socioeconomic inequalities in
access to healthcare and to highly cost-effective
screening and early diagnosis and treatment in-
terventions likely play a substantial role in exacerbating
inequalities in cancer mortality. Cervical cancer, for
instance, is characterised by a strong socioeconomic
gradient between- and within-countries, which primarily
reflects inequalities in the availability, access and uptake
of effective screening programmes, which can detect
and remove precancerous lesions and thus reduce
incidence34 (the impact of HPV vaccination is not yet
visible in the present data). Cervical cancer mortality is
rising in some Baltic/Central/Eastern countries,35 but
our study shows that the geographical imbalance is
almost exclusively due to between-country differences
among lower-educated women. Conversely, the risk of
dying from cervical cancer for higher-educated women
is quite strikingly similar across European countries,
likely because they can benefit from effective cancer
screening and treatment programmes.36 A strong social
gradient exists also for colorectal cancer, particularly
pronounced in both sexes in the Baltic/Central/Eastern
area and, among women, in Norway and Denmark. The
incidence of this common cancer in some European
countries is still rising among younger cohorts,37 and
factors such as smoking, alcohol consumption, diet,
obesity and differential access to screening, early
detection, and timely and effective treatment, may
explain the observed inequalities.

Even for cancers for which general declines in
mortality were observed, trends were consistently less
favourable among lower-educated, compared to their
highly-educated counterparts, with rates often stable or
even increasing, as the former are less likely to benefit
from progress in prevention and treatment.38 Mortality
www.thelancet.com Vol ▪ ▪, 2022
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rates of stomach cancer declined across all education
groups and sexes, likely due to a general improvement
in the living conditions and a consequent decreasing
prevalence of Helicobacter pylori,39,40 but levels remain
high in Baltic/Central/Eastern. The picture for liver
cancer—for which the main causes are hepatitis B and
C viruses41,42 and excessive alcohol drinking43—is less
favourable, as increases are seen, especially among
lower-educated groups, in some countries, including in
North Europe.

Higher-educated women usually have higher breast
cancer incidence rates, compared to lower-educated,
likely due to a delayed age at childbearing, lower par-
ity, and less breastfeeding, which are important risk
factors for breast cancer. In the present study, there was
not a clear social gradient for breast cancer mortality, in
agreement with previous reports from high/medium-
income settings.3 Trends of breast cancer mortality
have been declining in the past decades in Europe for all
educational-groups and are now converging to similar
levels. Despite the lower incidence, lower-
socioeconomic groups thus alarmingly suffer from
similarly high mortality rates as those observed among
their more affluent fellow citizens, perhaps due to a
limited access and use of screening and timely and
effective treatment.44 Only for melanoma, mortality rates
were systematically higher among the higher-education
group, particularly for men, likely due to higher levels of
leisure activity involving high exposure levels to ultra-
violet radiation therefore causing higher incidence of
the disease.45

Among the limitations of this study is the fact that
similar education levels may represent different levels of
socioeconomic position in different countries, as par-
ticipants were born in different periods of time and
subjected to different educational systems. Lower-
education levels may not adequately represent a situa-
tion of socioeconomic disadvantage in certain pop-
ulations where small inequalities were found. However,
the fact that cancer rates were quite homogeneous (and
relatively low) across countries among highly-educated
group for most cancer types, with systematic social
gradient, suggests that education level may capture
sufficiently well the relative socioeconomic advantage in
cancer mortality across the studied populations.46,47

Ideally, multiple indicators of socioeconomic position
(either summarized in a composite index, either ana-
lysed separately in parallel, at the individual and aggre-
gate level) should be used to explore diverse aspects of
socioeconomic inequalities in cancer, but such data are
alas not as yet available on a large and comparative scale.
The use of a standardised variable for education as a
measure of socioeconomic condition here demonstrates
to stratify populations relatively well according to the
risk of dying from cancer, and has a number of recog-
nized advantages, particularly with respect to ecological
indicators but also compared to other individual
www.thelancet.com Vol ▪ ▪, 2022
indicators (like income or occupation), i.e., it is easier to
collect on a routine basis; it is a good proxy of health
literacy, it is relevant for both men and women and for
all countries; it suffers less from the risk of reverse
causation; and it usually remains fixed throughout life,
after formal education is attained.25,26 Another possible
limitation may be the inclusion only of individuals aged
40–79 years, although this age-group nevertheless rep-
resents around 70% of all cancer deaths in Europe.2

Also, the analyses on the most recent time-period var-
ied by over a decade depending on the country, which
may have led to a more unfavourable comparison for
countries with older data, like the Czech Republic, given
the general decline of the rates.

Among the other strengths, this study includes in-
dividual data for the entire population (within the study
age range) for most of the study-countries (and large
representative samples for the reminder countries). This
is especially important given that most of the research
on the topic has been conducted at a single country-level
and often based on cohort studies, which are affected by
the “healthy cohort bias”, and may lack sufficient rep-
resentation for disadvantaged individuals. In addition,
the possibility to dispose and analyse data for the whole
population for many countries allowed to detect and
quantify precisely significant associations between edu-
cation level and cancer mortality for many cancer types
(see rate ratios in Supplementary Figure S4), this
demonstrating the adequacy of the sample size of this
study.

The large geographical and temporal variability of
socioeconomic inequalities in cancer reported here im-
plies that these inequalities are not immutable but
rather can be potentially modified and reduced, at least
to the lowest levels observed in certain countries for
higher socioeconomic groups. From a global perspec-
tive, cancer is gradually replacing cardiovascular disease
as the main cause of premature mortality,48 and there is
a pressing need to refocus efforts in tackling inequalities
in present national cancer policies. We have measured
the extent of socioeconomic inequalities in cancer
mortality, finding that a substantial proportion of cancer
deaths are associated with a lower socioeconomic posi-
tion (>30% in men and >15% in women, but up to 46%
and 24%, respectively in Baltic/Central/East-Europe).
Although this observation cannot be interpreted
directly in causal terms, it shows that reducing the
excess cancer mortality among the lower socioeconomic
groups would lead to a broad reduction in the burden
and suffering from the disease for many individuals,
and would also narrow between-country inequalities in
cancer mortality.21 Actions on the social determinants of
health, including intersectoral interventions, may
contribute to reduce socioeconomic inequalities in
cancer over a medium-range time horizon, if adequately
adapted to country-specific situations. We recommend
an equitable implementation of effective cancer policies
11
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across the cancer continuum, i.e., that all interventions
and cancer control programmes, from prevention to
treatment—particularly where effective prevention
measures exist, e.g., tobacco policies for smoking-
related cancers and vaccination/screening for cervical
cancer—should be explicitly designed to reduce socio-
economic inequalities in cancer.49 The present study
also calls for action to strengthen routine surveillance
systems to measure and monitor socioeconomic in-
equalities in cancer, via population-based cancer regis-
tries or studies linking information on cancer with
multiple indicators of socioeconomic position if possible
or, at least, education level. This is of even more urgency
at present, given the Covid-19 pandemic has further
exacerbated existing social and health inequalities in
Europe and worldwide.50
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